We have revealed statistical physics of synchronized traffic flow that is governed by a spatiotemporal competition between S→F and S→J instabilities (where F, S, and J denote, respectively, the free flow, synchronized flow, and wide moving jam traffic phases). A probabilistic analysis of synchronized flow based on simulations of a cellular automaton model in the framework of three-phase traffic theory is made. This probabilistic analysis shows that there is a finite range of the initial space-gap between vehicles in synchronized flow within which during a chosen time for traffic observation either synchronized flow persists with probability PS, or an S→F transition occurs with probability PSF, or else an S→J transition occurs with probability PSJ. Space-gap dependencies of the probabilities PS, PSF, and PSJ have been found. It has been also found that (i) an initial S→F instability can lead to sequences of S→F→S→J transitions; (ii) an initial S→J instability can lead to sequences of S→J→S→F transitions. Each of the phase transitions in the sequences S→F→S→J transitions and S→J→S→F transitions exhibits the nucleation nature; these sequences of phase transitions determine spatiotemporal features of traffic patterns resulting from the competition between S→F and S→J instabilities. The statistical features of synchronized flow found for a homogeneous road remain qualitatively for a road with a bottleneck. However, rather than nuclei for S→F and S→J instabilities occur at random road locations of the homogeneous road, due to a permanent non-homogeneity introduced by the bottleneck, nuclei for initial S→F and S→J instabilities appear mostly at the bottleneck.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicle traffic occurs in space and time. Empirical traffic data measured in space and time shows that wellknown empirical moving jams [1] [2] [3] occur in free flow through a sequence of F→S→J phase transitions of threephase traffic theory (three-phase theory for short) (F -free flow, S -synchronized flow, J -wide moving jam) [4, 5] : Firstly, traffic breakdown in free flow at a bottleneck occurs that is a phase transition from free flow to synchronized flow (F→S transition). Later and usually at a different road location a phase transition from synchronized flow to a wide moving jam (J) can be realized (S→J transition). A typical empirical example of a such sequence of F→S→J transitions is shown in Fig. 1 (a, b) . Features of empirical F→S and S→J transitions between the three traffic phases F, S, and J ( Fig. 1  (b) ) have been explained in the three-phase theory [4] by the existence two qualitatively different instabilities in the synchronized flow traffic phase: S→F instability and S→J instability ( Fig. 1 (c, d) ) [6] [7] [8] .
The main reason of the three-phase theory is the explanation of the empirical nucleation nature of traffic breakdown (F→S transition) at the bottleneck. To reach this goal, in congested traffic a new traffic phase called synchronized flow has been introduced [4, 5] . The basic feature of the synchronized flow traffic phase formulated in the three-phase theory leads to the nucleation nature of the F→S transition. In this sense, the synchronized flow traffic phase, which ensures the nucleation nature of the F→S transition at a highway bottleneck, and the threephase traffic theory can be considered synonymous.
An S→J instability is a growing wave of a local speed decrease in synchronized flow. As shown in [6] , the S→J instability is associated with the classical traffic flow instability introduced and developed in 1958-1961 by Herman, Gazis, Montroll, Potts, Rothery, and Chandler [10] [11] [12] [13] from General Motors (GM) Company. The classical traffic flow instability is associated with a driver overdeceleration effect: If a vehicle begins to decelerate unexpectedly, then due to a finite driver reaction time the following vehicle starts deceleration with a delay. As a result, the speed of the following vehicle becomes lower than the speed of the preceding vehicle. If this overdeceleration effect is realized for following drivers, the traffic flow instability occurs. With the use of very different mathematical approaches, the classical traffic flow instability has been incorporated in a huge number of traffic flow models (see, e.g., [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] and reviews [32] [33] [34] ). All these different traffic flow models can be considered belonging to the same GM model class. Indeed, as found firstly in 1993-1994 [35] , in all these very different traffic flow models the classical instability leads to a moving jam (J) formation in free flow (F) (F→J transition) (see references in [6-8, 33, 34] ). The classical instability of the GM model class should explain traffic breakdown, i.e., a transition from free flow to congested traffic observed in real traffic ). However, as shown in [6] [7] [8] 34] , traffic flow models models of the GM model class (see references in [6] [7] [8] 34] ) failed in the explanation of real traffic breakdown. This is because rather than an F→J transition of the models of the GM model class, in all real field traffic data traffic breakdown is an F→S transition occurring in metastable free flow with respect to FIG. 1: Explanation of two traffic flow instabilities of threephase theory [6] [7] [8] : (a, b) Typical empirical example of a fragment of complex congested traffic pattern measured on a highway section with three highway bottlenecks (highway A5-North in Germany) on March 23, 2001 ; (a) sketch of highway section (off-ramp bottleneck and two on-ramp bottlenecks); (b) empirical speed data presented in space and time with averaging method described in Sec. C.2 of [9] . (c) Hypothesis of three-phase theory about phase transitions in traffic flow: 2Z-characteristic for phase transitions [6, 38] . (d) Hypothesis of three-phase theory about discontinuous character of overacceleration probability [5-7, 38, 39] . F -free flow phase, Ssynchronized flow phase, J -wide moving jam phase.
the F→S transition [4-8, 34, 36-42] .
In contrast with the S→J instability that is a growing wave of a local speed reduction in synchronized flow, an S→F instability is a growing wave of a local speed increase in synchronized flow. As shown in [43] , the S→F instability exhibits the nucleation nature. The nucleation nature of the S→F instability governs the nucleation nature of the F→S transition at the bottleneck. The S→F instability is associated with the over-acceleration effect [5-8, 34, 38, 39] . It is assumed that probability of over-acceleration should exhibit a discontinuous character ( Fig. 1 (d) ) that is associated with a driver time-delay in over-acceleration [6-8, 34, 38, 39] .
The first mathematical implementation of hypotheses of the three-phase theory [4] [5] [6] [7] [37] [38] [39] has been a stochastic continuous in space microscopic model [44] and a cellular automaton (CA) three-phase model [45] , which have been further developed for different applications in [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . Over time there has been developed a number of other traffic flow models (e.g., ) that incorporate some of the hypotheses of the three-phase theory [5-7, 38, 39] . Separately from each other the S→F and S→J instabilities have already been studied (for a review see, e.g., [8, 48] ). However, from the hypotheses of the threephase theory it could be expected that there should be a competition between the S→J and S→F instabilities in synchronized traffic flow. Such a competition between the two qualitatively different traffic flow instabilities in synchronized flow has not been found up to now.
In this paper, we have revealed that there is indeed a spatiotemporal competition between the S→J and S→F instabilities. It has been found that this competition effects considerably on statistical features of vehicular traffic flow. Either the S→J instability [6] or the S→F instability exhibits the nucleation nature [43] . For this reason, to study probabilistic features of the spontaneous occurrence of these instabilities as well as their competition, we use a stochastic traffic flow model with a relatively large amplitude of model fluctuations. This model feature exhibits the KKSW (Kerner-Klenov-SchreckenbergWolf) CA (cellular automaton) three-phase traffic flow model [45, 56, 57] . Because the KKSW CA model has already been published, we present it in Appendix A. Main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(i) We show that there is a finite range of the initial space-gap between vehicles in synchronized flow within which during a chosen time T ob for traffic observation either synchronized flow persists with probability P S , or firstly an S→F transition occurs in synchronized flow with probability P SF , or else firstly an S→J transition occurs in synchronized flow with probability P SJ .
(ii) It has been also found that an S→F transition can lead to sequences of S→F→S→J transitions.
(iii) We show that an S→J transition can lead to sequences of S→J→S→F transitions.
(iv) The sequences of phase transitions of items (ii) and (iii) determine spatiotemporal features of traffic patterns resulting from the competition between S→F and S→J instabilities.
(vi) The above statistical features of vehicular traffic found for a homogeneous road remain qualitatively for a road with an on-ramp bottleneck. In particular, flowrate dependencies of the probabilities P S , P SF , and P SJ for synchronized flow at the bottleneck are qualitatively the same as the space-gap dependencies of these probabilities found in the paper for the homogeneous road. The main difference between the latter two cases is that due to a permanent non-homogeneity introduced by a bottleneck, nuclei for initial S→F and S→J instabilities appear mostly at the bottleneck.
The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we de-velop the statistical physics of the S→F and S→J transitions occurring due to the spatiotemporal competition of S→F and S→J instabilities in the same initial state of synchronized flow on a homogeneous road. In particular, we study probabilistic characteristics of the phase transitions and microscopic effects governing the phase transitions. In Sec. III, these results of the statistical physics of synchronized flow are applied for a study of traffic phenomena occurring in synchronized flow at an on-ramp bottleneck. In Discussion, we consider the effect of the average space gap between vehicles on congested patterns (Sec. IV A), the evolution of congested patterns at a bottleneck due to the change in the on-ramp inflow rate (Sec. IV B), some peculiarities of synchronized flow that occurs spontaneously at the bottleneck after sequences of F→S→F transitions (Sec. IV C) as well as formulate conclusions of the paper.
II. PROBABILISTIC FEATURES OF COMPETITION BETWEEN S→F AND S→J INSTABILITIES ON CIRCULAR HOMOGENEOUS ROAD
To reveal statistical features of synchronized flow governed by the competition between S→F and S→J instabilities, in Sec. II we have simulated a spatiotemporal evolution of synchronized flow on a circular homogeneous single-lane road (road length is 25 km) (Fig. 2) . We have made a large number N r (where N r 1) of different simulation realizations (runs) in which a diverse variety of critical traffic spatiotemporal phenomena occur with different probabilities. Some characteristic realizations are presented in Figs. 2 (a-g ). In each of the realizations the initial state of synchronized flow on the whole road is a spatially homogeneous one and it is the same [115] : At time instant t = 0, all vehicles are located at the same chosen initial space gap between vehicles g ini ; all vehicles begin to move simultaneously at the same initial chosen synchronized flow speed v (syn) ini .
A. A diverse variety of critical phenomena found in different realizations simulated at the same model parameters
It turns out that the existence of the diverse variety of critical traffic phenomena (Fig. 2) is indeed associated with a spatiotemporal competition between S→F and S→J instabilities in synchronized flow. We have found three basic cases of this spatiotemporal competition:
(i) Neither the S→F instability nor the S→J instability that emerge randomly on different road locations leads to S→F or S→J transitions. This is because the development of each of the instabilities is interrupted over time (see Sec. II C below). As a result, synchronized flow persists during the whole time interval T ob (realization 1 in Fig. 2 (a) ). = 15 m/s (54 km/h) and at the same set of model parameters of the KKSW CA model [115] . Vehicle speed data presented by regions with variable shades of gray (shades of gray vary from white to black when the speed decreases from 120 km/h (white) to 0 km/h (black)). Arrows S→F label S→F transition, arrows S→J label S→J transition.
(ii) At some random road location, firstly due to the development of an S→J instability, an S→J transition occurs (realizations 2, 3, and 6 in Fig. 2 (b, c, f)).
(iii) At some random road location, firstly due to the development of an S→F instability, an S→F transition occurs (realizations 4, 5, and 7 in Fig. 2 (d, e, g)).
B. Probabilities of S→F and S→J transitions as functions of average space gap between vehicles in synchronized flow
There is a range of the average space gap g (averaged over the circular road) between vehicles in the synchronized flow within which with different probabilities one of the three mentioned basic cases (Sec. II A) of the spatiotemporal competition between S→F and S→J instabilities in synchronized flow occurs randomly (Fig. 3) . The average space gap g is equal to the chosen initial space gap g ini . Obviously that the space-gap dependencies of the probability P S (g) that synchronized flow persists ( Fig. 2 (a) ), the probability P SJ (g) that firstly an S→J transition occurs (Fig. 2 (b, c, f) ), and the probability P SF (g) that firstly an S→F transition occurs ( Fig. 2  (d, e, g) ) during the time interval T ob satisfy condition:
From a study of P S (g) ( Fig. 3 (a) ) we have found that
Otherwise, outside the space gap range in (2)
Under condition (3), during the observation time T ob either an S→F transition or an S→J transition occurs in synchronized flow. We have found that the probability of the S→F transition P SF (g) is an increasing function of g (curve P SF in Fig. 3 (b) ). Contrarily, the probability of the S→J transition P SJ (g) is a decreasing function of g (curve P SJ in Fig. 3 (b) ) [116] . There is a range of the average space gap g within which both P SF (g) > 0 and P SJ (g) > 0:
where g min and g J some characteristic values of the average space gap g in synchronized flow ( Fig. 3 (b) ). Within the space gap range (4), randomly either the S→F transition ( Fig. 2 (d) ) or the S→J transition ( Fig. 2 (b) ) is possible in synchronized flow. Within the space gap range g J ≤ g < g max , P SJ (g) = 0, therefore, either an S→F transition occurs or synchronized flow persists (Fig. 3 ). The probabilities P SF (g) (empty circles in Fig. 3 (b)) and P SJ (g) (black circles in Fig. 3 (b) ) are well fitted, respectively, by the functions:
where α and g p are parameters (Fig. 3) . In synchronized flow ( Fig. 2 (a) ), due to random deceleration and acceleration of vehicles, there are many different local speed disturbances (Fig. 4 (a) ). Within the disturbances the speed is either smaller (local speed reduction) or larger (local speed increase) than the average synchronized flow speed denoted by v Respectively, if a local speed decrease is large enough, an S→J instability is realized (labeled by "S→J instability" in Fig. 4 (b) ): The minimum speed inside a speed wave caused by this local speed decrease begins to decrease over time (vehicle trajectories 4a, 4b, 5a, 6 in Figs. 4 (b) and 5 (b)); the growing speed wave of the local speed decrease in synchronized flow resulting from the S→J instability is also called a growing narrow moving jam [6] .
However, in simulation realization 1 under consideration ( Fig. 2 (a) ) due to speed adaptation effect that is the same as already explained in [43] no phase transitions occur in synchronized flow. This means that the development of any of the S→F and S→J instabilities that can occur randomly at different road locations are interrupted over time. The interruption of the development of the S→F instability shown in Fig. 5 (a) (trajectories 6-10) leads to a dissolving speed wave of the local speed increase. The interruption of the development of the S→J instability shown in Fig. 5 (b) (trajectories 7a and 8) leads to a dissolving speed wave of the local speed decrease, i.e., the dissolution of the narrow moving jam [6] .
In comparison with a known nucleation-interruption effect of narrow moving jam emergence and dissolution in synchronized flow [6] , in the case under consideration due to the competition of the S→F and S→J instabilities, two different nucleation-interruption effects interacting with each other in space and time occur: (i) The emergence with the subsequent dissolution of the speed wave of the local speed increase ( Fig. 5 (a) ) and (ii) the emergence with the subsequent dissolution of a narrow moving jam ( Fig. 5 (b) ).
D. S→J instability initiating S→F instability: S→J→S→F transitions
In simulation realization 2 ( Fig. 2 (b) ), the development of an S→J instability is not interrupted over time; therefore, the development of the S→J instability leads to an S→J transition, i.e., wide moving jam emergence. The microscopic development of this effect can be seen on trajectories 1-5 in Fig. 6 (a) and on trajectories 1-3 in Fig. 7 (a) ). The S→J transition ( Fig. 7 (a) ) is a well-known effect [6] . However, due to the possibility of random occurrence of either S→F instability or S→J instability at the same model parameters, we have revealed nucleation phenomena that have been unknown up to now (Fig. 6 (b, c) ).
S→F instability and its interruption downstream of moving jam
Because the S→J instability shown in Fig. 6 (a) occurs in synchronized flow, during the emergence of a moving jam, firstly, synchronized flow is realized both upstream and downstream of the moving jam (trajectories 1 and 2 in Figs. 6 (a) and 7 (a)). Vehicles at the downstream jam front start their acceleration from the moving jam to synchronized flow downstream of the moving jam with a random time delay. Therefore, time highway between two vehicles following each other while accelerating at the jam downstream front is a random value.
Due to a random increase in time delay in vehicle acceleration, time headway between two following vehicles accelerating at the jam downstream front can randomly become considerably longer than the mean time headway. For example, this case occurs between vehicles 6 and 7 shown in Fig. 6 (b). In this case, following vehicle 7 accelerates to a higher speed than preceding vehicle 6. While approaching vehicle 6, vehicle 7 must decelerate to the synchronized flow speed of vehicle 6. As a result, a local speed increase appears in synchronized flow just downstream of the moving jam that we call speed peak in synchronized flow downstream of moving jam (labeled by "speed peak" on vehicle trajectory 7 in Fig. 7 (b) ).
It turns out that due to this speed peak an S→F instability can occur in synchronized flow downstream of the moving jam [114] . An example of such S→F instability initiated by the speed peak on vehicle trajectory 7 is shown in Figs. 6 (b) and 7 (b): The maximum speed v max of following vehicles 8 and 9 in Fig. 7 (b) increases. However, in the case under consideration, the development of the S→F instability is interrupted. Therefore, a dissolving speed wave of the local speed increase in synchronized flow is realized (wave labeled by dashed curves in Fig. 6 (b) ). This is qualitatively the same effect of the occurrence of a dissolving speed wave of the local speed increase in synchronized flow as that shown in Fig 
S→F instability resulting in S→F transition downstream from moving jam
However, in many other cases a speed peak occurring due to a random increase in time delay in vehicle acceleration at the downstream front of a moving jam can randomly become large enough to cause an S→F transition. For example, such a long time delay occurs between vehicles 12 and 13 shown in Figs. 6 (c) and 7 (c). As a result, a growing speed wave of the local speed increase in synchronized flow is realized (wave labeled by dashed curves in Fig. 6 (c)). In this case, the development of an S→F instability leads to an S→F transition (speed of vehicle 16 reaches the maximum free flow speed v free in Fig. 7 (c) ). Thus, in this case the initial S→J instability leads firstly to S→J transition (labeled by "S→J transition" in Fig. 6 (a) ); later, due to a random time delay in vehicle acceleration at the downstream jam front, a speed peak occurs in synchronized flow downstream of the moving jam (Fig. 7 (c) ); the speed peak initiates the S→F instability; the development of the S→F instability results in the S→F transition (labeled by dashed curves in Figs. 6 (c) and 7 (c)). In other words, the initial S→J instability causes a sequence of S→J→S→F transitions. There are simulation realizations in which sequences of S→J→S→F transitions can exhibit some other features. An example is shown in Fig. 8 . Firstly, as in Fig. 6 , an initial S→J instability leads to S→J transition (labeled by "S→J transition" in Fig. 8 (a) ). Then, a speed peak occurs in synchronized flow downstream of the moving jam ( Fig. 8 (c) ). The speed peak initiates the S→F instability that development results in the S→F transition ( Fig. 8  (c) ). Consequently, a sequence of S→J→S→F transi- tions is realized. However, in contrast with the sequence of S→J→S→F transitions shown in Figs. 6 and 7, in the case under consideration (Fig. 8 ) due to the speed adaptation effect at the upstream jam front the wide moving jam dissolves over time and synchronized flow returns (labeled by "J→S transition" in Figs. 8 (a-c) ).
E. S→F instability leading to S→F transition
An S→F transition can also randomly occur in synchronized flow without the effect of a moving jam discussed in Sec. II D 2. This case is shown in simulation realization 4 ( Fig. 2 (d) ): A large enough local speed increase in synchronized flow appears randomly initiating an S→F instability. The development of the S→F instability is not interrupted over time; therefore, the development of the S→F instability leads to an S→F transition. The microscopic development of this effect is shown in Fig. 9 .
Within a road region of the development of the S→F instability, the vehicle speed increases subsequently over time. Because synchronized flow exists downstream of this local region, vehicles must decelerate approaching slower moving vehicles ahead. This results in a speed wave within which the speed is larger than in surrounded synchronized flow (trajectories 2-4 in Fig. 9 ). The subsequent growth of this wave causes the S→F transition (trajectories 5, 6 in Fig. 9 ).
F. S→F instability initiating S→J instability: S→F→S→J transitions
It turns out that when due to an S→F instability a growing speed wave of a local speed increase is realized, then due to a time delay in vehicle deceleration, vehicles decelerating at the downstream front of this growing speed wave come on average at small space gaps to each other. As a result, the pinch effect can occur in synchronized flow that leads to an S→J instability (emergence of a growing narrow moving jam(s)) resulting in an S→J transition (Figs. 10 and 11) . Thus, when the initial S→F instability causes the pinch effect downstream of the growing speed wave of a local speed increase in synchronized flow, this S→F instability can cause a sequence of phase transitions that can be called as S→F→S→J transitions.
The development of the sequence of S→F→S→J transitions is as follows. The flow rate in synchronized flow increases considerably just downstream of the growing wave of the local speed increase caused by the S→F instability (labeled by "increase in flow rate" on trajectories 2a and 2b in Figs. 11 (c, d) ). As known from other studies of dense synchronized flow ( Fig. 11 (e) ) [6, 48] , due to the flow rate increase in synchronized flow the pinch effect is often realized: The density of synchronized flow increases considerably and the speed decreases while points related to the synchronized flow remain to be above the line J in the flow-density plane (labeled by "pinch effect" on points related to vehicles 2a and 2b in Figs. 11 (c, d) ). The narrow moving jam that has emerged in the pinch region of synchronized flow transforms in a wide moving jam. Thus, the initial S→F instability causes both the emergence of the local region of a higher speed and, as the subsequent effect, the S→J instability resulting in the S→J transition.
In the example shown in Fig. 10 , the growing speed wave of the local speed increase (S→F instability), which has led to the pinch effect resulting in the S→J transition, transforms into a dissolving speed wave of a local speed increase. Indeed, the local region of free flow dissolves over time (labeled by "dissolution of region of free flow" in Fig. 10 (a) ).
However, the pinch effect caused by the S→F instability is often also observed even when a local region of free flow resulting from the initial S→F instability does not dissolve over time. An example is a sequence of S→F→S→J transitions (labeled by "S→F→S→J" in Fig. 2 (d) ) caused by the S→F instability discussed in Sec. II E. In this sequence of S→F→S→J transitions the resulting wide moving jam is labeled by "jam" in Fig. 2  (d) .
G. Independent development of both S→F and S→J transitions in the same simulation realization
In Fig. 2 (b-e) , we have observed different realizations simulated at the same model parameters. We have found that after an S→F transition has occurred a subsequent (secondary) S→J transition is possible (called as S→F→S→J transitions) (Sec. II F); respectively, after an S→J transition has occurred a subsequent (secondary) S→F transition is possible (called as S→J→S→F transitions) (Sec. II D). In both cases, the secondary phase transition depends on the development of the initial one. However, simulations show that due to the competition between the S→F and S→J instabilities in initial synchronized flow, in other realizations the independent development of S→F and S→J transitions in different sections of the road at different random time instants is also possible (Fig. 2 (f, g) ).
In realization 6 ( Fig. 2 (f) ), earlier an S→J instability has occurred. As a result, a region (labeled by bracket I) in which complex spatiotemporal alternations of wide moving jams, free flow, and synchronized flow are formed occurs; later in the synchronized flow outside this region, due to an S→F instability other alternations of traffic phases J, S, and F are formed (labeled by bracket II in Fig. 2 (f) ). Similar phenomena are observed in realization 7 ( Fig. 2 (g) ). In this case, earlier through the development of an S→F instability alternations of traffic phases J, S, and F are formed (labeled by bracket I in Fig. 2  (g) ); later another region of alternations of traffic phases J, S, and F is realized randomly (labeled by bracket II).
III. PROBABILISTIC FEATURES OF COMPETITION BETWEEN S→F AND S→J INSTABILITIES AT HIGHWAY BOTTLENECK
In real traffic, synchronized flow occurs usually at bottlenecks. In this section, we show that the statistical physics of synchronized flow presented in Sec. II can ex-plain statistical features of synchronized flow at road bottlenecks. For simplicity, we consider synchronized flow at an on-ramp bottleneck on a single-lane road. Our simulations have shown that results of this analysis remain qualitatively for other bottleneck types. It is known that synchronized flow at the bottleneck occurs due to a spontaneous F→S transition that exhibits a random time delay [6] . The physics of a random time delay is explained by a sequence of random F→S→F transitions at the bottleneck [43] . Because the F→S→F transitions have already been studied [43] , in simulations rather than a spontaneous F→S transition, synchronized flow at the bottleneck that statistical features should be studied results from an induced F→S transition (Fig. 12) . To induce the F→S transition, in all simulation realizations presented in Fig. 12 we apply the same on-ramp inflow impulse of the amplitude q We have found that due to the spatiotemporal competition between S→F and S→J instabilities in synchronized flow there is a range of the flow rate q sum within which during the observation time T ob either synchronized flow persists ( Fig. 12 (a) ), or firstly an S→J transition occurs in synchronized flow (Fig. 12 (b, c, f) ), or else firstly an S→F transition occurs in synchronized flow ( Fig. 12 (d, e, g) ) with different probabilities, respectively, P S (q sum ), P SJ (q sum ), and P SF (q sum ). Here and below the flow rate q sum is equal to
It has been found that the flow rate dependencies of these probabilities P S (q sum ), P SJ (q sum ), and P SF (q sum ) (Fig. 13 ) are qualitatively the same as those for a homogeneous road (Fig. 3) found in Sec. II. Respectively, if the average space gap g in formulas (1)-(4) is replaced by the flow rate q sum , then we come to formula P S (q sum ) + P SF (q sum ) + P SJ (q sum ) = 1 as well as formulas
sum , (9) P SF (q sum ) > 0 and P SJ (q sum ) > 0 at q (J) sum < q sum < q (Fig. 13) . These characteristic flow rates have qualitatively the same sense as the characteristic average space gaps in synchronized flow on a homogeneous road in formulas (2)-(4) (Sec. II).
The flow-rate function of the probability P SF (q sum ) (empty circles in Fig. 13 (b) ) is well fitted by a function:
respectively, the flow-rate function of the probability P SJ (q sum ) (black circles in Fig. 13 (b) ) is well fitted by a function:
where q sum is the flow rate at the bottleneck (7), α and q 0 are constants (Fig. 13) .
As we can see, probabilistic features of synchronized flow at the bottleneck (Fig. 13) are qualitatively the same as those on a homogeneous road (Fig. 3) . However, there is a basic difference between these two cases: On a homogeneous road, critical local disturbances initiating the S→F and S→J instabilities appear at random road locations. On contrarily, as well-known the bottleneck introduces a large local inhomogeneity in traffic. For this reason, one can expect that critical local disturbances should appear randomly mostly in a vicinity of the bottleneck. Although this conclusion is obvious from earlier studies of traffic at a bottleneck [6, 43] , as we will see below, due to the competition of S→F and S→J instabilities a number of unknown before spatiotemporal traffic phenomena can be found at a bottleneck.
B. Effect of competition of S→F and S→J instabilities on speed waves in synchronized flow at bottleneck
Speed (and, respectively, density) waves in synchronized flow caused either by the S→J instability [6] or by the S→F instability [43] are known. It has been unknown that due to the competition of S→F and S→J instabilities at the bottleneck, in the same realization random alternations of these both instabilities can occur leading to speed and density waves in synchronized flow that are non-regular in space and time (Fig. 14) [117] .
In particular, these waves occur through the effect of an S→F instability and its interruption as well as the effect an S→J instability and its interruption occurring randomly at the bottleneck at different time instants as shown, respectively, in Fig. 15 (a, b) and Fig. 15 (c, d) . To find the reason for the alternation of these two different effects, we should consider initial local speed disturbances occurring due to vehicle merging from the onramp onto the main road within the on-ramp merging region (15.3 km ≤ x ≤ 15 km) at the bottleneck (Fig. 15  (a, c) ). There are two qualitatively different kinds of the initial local disturbances: (i) "Speed peak" (Fig. 15  (b) ) occurs due to the merging of vehicle 2 from on-ramp (dotted curves 2 in Figs. 15 (a, b) ): The motion of downstream vehicle 1 is not influenced by vehicle 2. It is different for upstream vehicle 3, which has earlier accelerated while following vehicle 1; after the merging of vehicle 2, vehicle 3 must interrupt its acceleration and decelerate strongly to avoid the collision with vehicle 2 [43] . (ii) "Local speed reduction" (Fig. 15 (d) ) occurs also due to the merging of vehicle 9 from on-ramp (dotted curves 9 in Figs. 15 (c, d) ; in this case, in contrast with the speed peak, upstream vehicle 10 has not still earlier accelerated behind vehicle 8, therefore, vehicle 10, while decelerating behind slow moving vehicle 9, produces no speed peak [6] .
These different disturbances at the bottleneck cause two different effects: 1. The speed peak initiates an S→F instability: A speed wave of local speed increase grows while propagating upstream (trajectories 3-5 in Fig. 15  (b) ); however, in the case under consideration the devel- opment of the S→F instability is interrupted (trajectories 5-7 in Fig. 15 (b) ) and, therefore, no S→F transition occurs. 2. The local speed reduction initiates an S→J instability: A speed wave of local speed decrease (narrow moving jam) grows while propagating upstream (trajectories 10 and 11 in Fig. 15 (d) ); however, in the case under consideration the development of the S→J instability is interrupted (trajectories 11-14 in Fig. 15 (d) ) and, therefore, no wide moving jam (S→J transition) occurs. In Fig. 14 (a) , all speed waves dissolve over time (dissolving speed waves), i.e., neither S→F transition nor S→J transition is realized. In some realizations, within a dissolving wave of the local speed increase in synchronized flow randomly a local increase in the speed can appear at some distance upstream of the bottleneck causing an S→F transition. Such cases associated with the dissolving wave found in simulations are not shown. This is because such cases are relatively seldom. In the other realizations, in which a speed peak appears just at the bottleneck location while initiating an S→F instability, the development of the S→F instability leads to an S→F transition (Figs. 12  (d, e, f, g) ) as already studied in [43] . However, as found in this paper rather than the latter known scenario of the development of the S→F transition [43] , many of the S→F transitions that occur upstream of the bottleneck result from a qualitatively different scenario: These S→F transitions are the consequence of initial S→J instabilities leading to sequences of S→J→S→F transitions (see Sec. III C).
In some other realizations, within a wave of the local speed decrease in synchronized flow randomly the pinch effect is realized at a considerable distance upstream of the bottleneck. Such a case of the pinch effect with the subsequent S→J transition is shown in Fig. 14 (d) . In other realizations, an S→J instability (pinch effect with growing narrow moving jams) occurs just at the bottleneck location (Figs. 12 (c, f, g) ); in these cases, the S→J instability leads to an S→J transition as already studied in [6] . However, as found in this paper rather than the latter well-known scenario of the development of the S→J transition [6] , many of the S→J transitions that occur upstream of the bottleneck result from a qualitatively different scenario: These S→J transitions are the consequence of initial S→F instabilities leading to sequences of S→F→S→J transitions (see Sec. III D).
C. S→J→S→F transitions at bottleneck
Sequences of S→J→S→F transitions found for a homogeneous road (Sec. II D) are often observed in synchronized flow at the bottleneck.
An example of S→J→S→F transitions in synchronized flow at the bottleneck is presented in Fig. 16 . As for the homogeneous road (Fig. 8) , a moving jam that emerges due to the development of an S→J instability in synchronized flow at the bottleneck results in an S→F instability with the subsequent an S→F transition downstream of the moving jam (Fig. 16) [119] . As on homogeneous road (Fig. 8) , the wide moving jam dissolves over time ( Fig. 16 (b, c) ). However, it should be emphasized that such a jam dissolution (Fig. 16 (b, c) ) is not a general case: In other cases of the occurrence of a sequence of S→J→S→F transitions at the bottleneck, both the wide moving jam and free flow downstream of the moving jam persist over time. This is realized even in the same realization 3 (persisting wide moving jams are labeled by "jam 1", "jam 2", and "jam 3" in Fig. 12 (c) ).
The similarity of S→J→S→F transitions at the bottleneck and on the homogeneous road is explained as follows: After a moving jam has occurred in synchronized flow at the bottleneck, the subsequent development of an S→F instability downstream of the moving jam occurs far upstream of the bottleneck. Therefore, this S→F instability does not almost depend on the bottleneck: The bottleneck is the reason for synchronized flow occurrence. After synchronized flow has already occurred at the bottleneck, further critical phenomena in synchronized flow like S→J→S→F transitions are qualitatively the same for a hypothetical homogeneous road and for real roads with bottlenecks. 
D. S→F→S→J transitions at bottleneck
Sequences of S→F→S→J transitions found for a homogeneous road (Sec. II F) is also a characteristic effect in synchronized flow at the bottleneck (Figs. 17 and 18 ) caused by the competition of the S→F and S→J instabilities.
In a sequence of S→F→S→J transitions at the bottleneck, the first S→F transition results from the development of an S→F instability (labeled by dashed curves in Fig. 17 (a, c)) ). A growing wave of the local speed increase caused by the S→F instability is initiated by a speed peak that occurs at the bottleneck (labeled by "speed peak" in Fig. 17 (b) ). The physics of the speed peak and of the development of the S→F instability is qualitatively the same as that found already in [43, 121] . The second S→J transition in the sequence of S→F→S→J transitions results from the occurrence of the pinch effect in synchronized flow (labeled by "pinch effect" in Figs. 18 (a, c-e) ). The pinch effect is realized downstream of the wave of the local speed increase: During the vehicle deceleration at the downstream front of this wave to a synchronized flow speed (see the speed reduction of vehicles 8a, 8b, and 8c in Fig. 18 (b) ), the flow rate increases (labeled by "increase in flow rate" in Figs. 18 (c-e) ) and then the density in synchronized flow increases strongly (labeled by "pinch effect" in Figs. 18  (c-e) ). The pinch effect causes the emergence of a growing narrow moving jam (S→J instability) (labeled by "S→J instability" in Fig. 18 (a) ). A growing narrow moving jam resulting from the pinch effect causes an S→J transition (Figs. 17 (c) and 18 (a) ).
The above physics of the second S→J transition in the sequence of S→F→S→J transitions at the bottleneck is the same as that on the homogeneous road (Sec. II F). To explain this, we note that after the growing wave of the local speed increase has occurred in synchronized flow at the bottleneck, the subsequent development of the pinch effect with resulting the S→J instability downstream of the wave is realized far upstream of the bottleneck. Therefore, this second S→J instability in the sequence of S→F→S→J transitions does not almost depend on the bottleneck existence.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Effect of initial space gap on phase transitions in synchronized flow on homogeneous road
Averaged speed in synchronized flow
It has been found that when the initial space-gap g ini between vehicles has been chosen (for example, g ini = 19.5 m in Fig. 2 ), neither probabilities P S , P SF , P SJ (Fig. 3) nor qualitative features of phase transitions and resulting congested patterns (Fig. 2) depend on the value of the initial synchronized flow speed v (syn) ini : Regardless of the choice of the initial synchronized flow speed, during a short time interval (about 1-2 min that can be considered negligible in comparison with the chosen time interval of traffic observation T ob = 60 min) due to a random vehicle acceleration and deceleration the average synchronized flow speed tends to some almost timeindependent value v (syn) av for a given g ini = g. This speed is a space-gap function v Fig. 19 (a) ).
Obviously that the function v (syn) av (g) exists within the space-gap range (2) within which P S > 0. However, it has been found that the function v (syn) av (g) can be calculated even when P S = 0 (Fig. 3 (a) ), however, only in some short space-gap ranges related to g < g S and to g > g max that are outside range (2) . This is because condition P S = 0 means that an S→F transition does occur in synchronized flow during the time interval T ob . As abovementioned, this time interval is considerably longer than a short time interval of the reaching of the average synchronized flow speed v (syn) av . However, if either g becomes considerably smaller than g S or g becomes considerably larger than g max , the mean time delay of the S→F transition decreases to short enough values at which the average synchronized flow speed v quences of S→F→S→J transitions and S→J→S→F transitions studied in Sec. II.
Here we discuss features of congested patterns when the spatiotemporal competition between S→F and S→J instabilities becomes weaker. This can be expected when due to the change in g ini the difference between probabilities P SF and P SJ becomes larger.
When g ini increases, probability P SF increases, whereas probability P SJ decreases (Fig. 3) . Respectively, we have found that an S→F instability governs mostly the emergence of the phases F and/or J in an initial synchronized flow (Fig. 20) . The larger the chosen average space gap g ini is, the more frequently one or a few moving synchronized flow patterns (MSP) appear spontaneously (some of the MSPs are labeled by "MSP" in Fig. 20) . MSPs emergence shown in Fig. 20 (b-d, g, h) is well-known effect [6] . However, it has been unknown that due to the spatiotemporal competition between S→F and S→J instabilities the initial S→F instability while causing a growing wave of a local speed increase in synchronized flow can result in an S→J instability downstream of the wave. This effect (Sec. II F) results in S→F→S→J transitions even then, when probability P SJ is very small (Fig. 20 (a) ) or P SJ = 0 (Fig. 20 (b, c, g) ). When g ini decreases, probability P SF decreases, whereas probability P SJ increases (Fig. 3) . Respectively, we have found that an S→J instability governs mostly the emergence of the phases J and/or F in an initial synchronized flow (Fig. 21) . The smaller the chosen average space gap g ini is, the more frequently one or a few wide moving jams appear spontaneously (Fig. 21) . The wide moving jam emergence is well-known effect [6] . However, it has been unknown that due to the spatiotemporal competition between S→F and S→J instabilities the initial S→J instability while causing a growing narrow moving jam can result in an S→F instability downstream of the moving jam. This effect (Sec. II D) results in S→J→S→F transitions even then, when probability P SF is very small (Fig. 21 (a, b) ) or P SF = 0 (Fig. 21 (c)) .
B. Effect of on-ramp inflow rate on phase transitions in synchronized flow at bottleneck
The effect of the average space gap between vehicles on phase transitions and resulting congested patterns on the homogeneous road (Sec. IV A 2) is qualitatively similar to the effect of the on-ramp inflow rate on phase transitions and resulting congested patterns at the bottleneck (Figs. 22 and 23) .
When q on decreases, probability P SF increases, whereas probability P SJ decreases (Fig. 13) . Respectively, we have found that an S→F instability governs mostly the emergence of the phases F and/or J in synchronized flow at the bottleneck (Fig. 22) . As well-known [6] , the smaller q on is, the more frequently MSPs appear spon- taneously (some of the MSPs are labeled by "MSP" in Fig. 22 ). However, it has been unknown that due to the spatiotemporal competition between S→F and S→J instabilities the initial S→F instability can result in an S→J instability upstream of the bottleneck. This effect (Sec. III D) results in S→F→S→J transitions even then, when probability P SJ is very small (Fig. 22 (b) ) or P SJ = 0 ( Fig. 22 (d) ). When q on increases, probability P SF decreases, whereas probability P SJ increases (Fig. 13) . Respectively, we have found that an S→J instability governs mostly the emergence of the phases J and/or F in an initial synchronized flow at the bottleneck (Fig. 23) . As well-known [6] , the larger q on is, the more frequently one or a few wide moving jams appear spontaneously (Fig. 23) . However, it has been unknown that due to the spatiotemporal competition between S→F and S→J instabilities the initial S→J instability can result in an S→F instability upstream of the bottleneck. This effect (Sec. III C) results in S→J→S→F transitions even then, when probability P SF is very small (Fig. 23 (c, d) ) or P SF = 0 (Fig. 23 (e,  f) ).
C. F→S→F transitions before traffic breakdown and phase transitions in synchronized flow at bottleneck
In the above study of statistical physics of synchronized flow at the bottleneck (Secs. III and IV B), we have induced the synchronized flow through the use of the initial on-ramp inflow impulse. In real traffic, synchronized flow occurs often spontaneously due to a random timedelayed traffic breakdown (F→S transition) at the bottleneck. In [43] it has been found that a random time delay T (B) of this F→S transition is governed by sequence(s) of F→S→F transitions that interrupt the development of a congested pattern at the bottleneck: Firstly, an F→S transition has occurred at the bottleneck; then, in the Fig. 12 . The only one difference is that whereas in Fig. 12 synchronized flow has been induced at the bottleneck, in (a-e) synchronized flow has emerged at the bottleneck spontaneously after a random time delay T (B) i (i = 1, 2, ... 5 is the realization number) caused by F→S→F transitions before traffic breakdown. In (a-e), vehicle speed data presented by regions with variable shades of gray (shades of gray vary from white to black when the speed decreases from 120 km/h (white) to 0 km/h (black)). Arrows F→S→F label some of the sequences of F→S→F transitions. emergent synchronized flow the S→F instability is realized that leads to an S→F transition; finally, free flow returns at the bottleneck and the emergent synchronized flow dissolves (called as "dissolving synchronized flow" at the bottleneck). Recently, sequences of F→S→F transitions before traffic breakdown predicted in [43] have indeed been observed in real field traffic data [122] . Thus, a question arises: Do sequences of F→S→F transitions effect on statistical physical features of synchronized flow found above in this paper?
Simulations show that none of qualitative conclusions about statistical physics of synchronized flow at the bottleneck found above change, when synchronized flow occurs spontaneously at the bottleneck. Some of simulation realizations for this case made at the same model parameters as those in Fig. 12 are presented in Fig. 24 .
D. Conclusions
A spatiotemporal competition between S→F and S→J instabilities is responsible for the following main statistical features of synchronized flow revealed in the paper:
1. There is a finite range of the initial space-gap between vehicles in synchronized flow within which during a chosen time for traffic observations either synchronized flow persists with probability P S , or firstly an S→F transition occurs in synchronized flow with probability P SF , or else firstly an S→J transition occurs in synchronized flow with probability P SJ .
2. An initial S→F instability can cause the subsequent S→J instability downstream in synchronized flow while leading to the occurrence of a sequence of S→F→S→J transitions.
3. An initial S→J instability can cause the subsequent S→F instability downstream in synchronized flow while leading to the occurrence of a sequence of S→J→S→F transitions.
4. Each of the phase transitions in sequences of S→F→S→J and S→J→S→F transitions exhibits the nucleation nature. This result determines the spatiotemporal complexity of traffic patterns.
5. At the same model parameters, there can be a large number of qualitatively different simulation realizations in which different sequences of S→F and S→J instabilities at random road locations are realized. The diverse variety of time-sequences of S→F and S→J instabilities occurring at random road locations can cause different nucleation-interruption effects as well as different timesequences of S→F→S→J and S→J→S→F phase transitions.
6. Statistical features of vehicular traffic found for a homogeneous road remain qualitatively for a road with a bottleneck. In particular, flow-rate dependencies of probabilities P S , P SF , and P SJ at the bottleneck are qualitatively the same as the space-gap dependencies of these probabilities found in the paper for the homogeneous road.
7. The main difference between the homogeneous road and the road with the bottleneck is that due to a permanent non-homogeneity introduced by the bottleneck, nuclei for initial S→F and S→J instabilities appear mostly at the bottleneck rather than at random locations on the homogeneous road.
8. The phenomena of the S→F→S→J transitions and the S→J→S→F transitions caused by the competition of the S→F and S→J instabilities, which have been found in the paper both for the homogeneous road and for the road with the bottleneck are common critical phenomena in synchronized flow. These spatiotemporal traffic phenomena explain complex alternations of free flow regions with wide moving jams that occur when either the S→J instability (Figs. 2 (b, c) and 12 (b, c) ) or the S→F instability (Figs. 2 (d, e) and 12 (d, e) ) is realized.
9. More complex spatiotemporal traffic phenomena have been found when in the same simulation realization a time-sequence of S→J and S→F instabilities is realized. Examples in which firstly an S→J instability occurs and later an S→F instability is realized are shown for realization 6 for the homogeneous road (Fig. 2 (f) ) as well as for realization 6 for the road with the bottleneck (Fig. 12  (f) ). Other examples in which firstly an S→F instability occurs and later an S→J instability is realized are shown for realization 7 for the homogeneous road (Fig. 2 (g) ) as well as for realization 7 for the road with the bottleneck (Fig. 12 (g) ).
In (A13)-(A15), p 3 , p (2) 0 , and p (2) 2 are constants. We also assume that in (A12) [45] 
where v pinch , k 1 , and k 2 are constants (k 1 > k 2 ≥ 1). The rule of vehicle motion (A13) of the KKSW CA model [56] together with formula (A11) allows us to improve characteristics of synchronized flow patterns (SP) simulated with the KKSW CA model (A2)-(A16) for a single-lane road. Other physical features of the KKSW CA model have been explained in [56] .
A model of an on-ramp bottleneck that has been used for simulations of single-lane road with the on-ramp bottleneck as well as parameters of the model are the same as those presented in Appendix B of the book [8] .
